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now that we have seen the main problem of the movie, we can proceed with the review proper.
there are several reasons why one should go for ishq ke parindey. first and foremost, we have the
voice of naseeruddin shah. it is not just his voice that makes this movie a must watch. there is
something about his voice which makes you feel that you are watching a movie that is being acted
out by shah rukh khan. the same voice comes from none other than amitabh bachchan in the movie.
this movie will appeal to the bachchan lovers. ishq ke parindey is the story of a pakistani girl named
sheen who comes to india to visit her father. sheen is a girl who is very innocent and naive. she is
very poor and she lives with her parents. her father is a drunkard. he is always sitting in his own
house. when sheen's father dies, she is left behind in india and she goes back to pakistan. sheen's
uncle lives in india but sheen never had any intention of staying in india. she comes back to india for
the funeral of her father. sheen goes to the jail of her father to find out the whereabouts of her
father. sheen's uncle is against the alliance of sheen and faiz. however, the two decide to get
married. faiz is a very bad boy. he is an alcoholic. he is the son of a high-ranking judge. faiz comes to
lucknow and he begins to take care of his sister. he tries to reform sheen. sheen tries to get rid of
faiz. they try to run away from each other. they try to escape from lucknow. the music of ishq ke
parindey is a mixed bag. though there isn't anything extraordinary in the offering, at least a couple
of songs ('ek hatheli', 'rab se maangi') make an attempt to spice the proceedings. however, many
other numbers pretty much dilute the impact.
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